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Abstract:
Replicated check pointing is widely used to tolerate multiple node failure. Multiple node failure
capability is enhanced by generating the replicas on demand. Replica on demand for mission critical
data and their placement is a crucial task. Placement of such huge number of replicas at run time bottle
necks the performance and dependability. A high overhead is due to recomputaion of placement from
initial stage. The performance becomes more severe if large number of nods and their data need to replicate. In order to improve the dependability these replicas need to placed on totally distant set of nodes.
This paper presents dynamic replication management architecture with improved performance and dependability. Improved performance is achieved by avoiding the recompuation for all replicas from initial
stage and placement of replicas uniformly over all distant nodes. Improved dependability is achieved by
placing the replicas over totally distant set of computing nodes. This paper proposed architecture as well
as experimental result to show effectiveness of proposed approach.
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1. Introduction:
Cluster computing is one way to perform distributed computing. Several computing nodes
connected together form a cluster. Several Loosely coupled clusters of workstations are connected together by high speed networks for parallel and distributed applications. Cluster computing offers better price to performance ratio than mainframes. If one machine crashes, the
system as a whole can still survive in distributed system. Computing power can be added in
small increments in distributed systems. In this way incremental growth can be achieved. Cluster computing has increased in popularity due to greater cost-effectiveness and performance.
Recent advancement in processors and interconnection technologies has made clusters more
reliable, scalable, and affordable [RB, 99].
Fault-tolerance is an important and critical issue in cluster computing. Due to very large size
and computation complexity, the chances of fault are more. As the size of clusters increases,
mean time to failure decreases. Most of time, such failures are not due to one fault but due to
more than one fault. M.J. Fischer raise the issue that any protocol can be overwhelmed by faults that
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are too frequent or too severe, so the best that one can hope for is a protocol that is tolerant to a
prescribed number of “expected” faults[MJF,85]. In such a situation, inclusion of fault tolerance is very essential. There are certain areas like air traffic control, railways signaling control,
online banking and distributed disaster system high dependability and availability is essential.
In absence of sufficient multiple fault tolerance, huge human lives and money could be lost.
Hence there is a strong need for improved algorithms for multiple fault tolerance with performance.
John Paul Walter proposed a checkpointing based replication [jpw, 09].
Replication is done on different computing nodes instead of dedicated checkpointing server in
order to reduce the overheads. Number of replicas decides the number of faults it can tolerate.
Replication placement is one of the crucial aspects for high dependability. Placing the different
replicas on nearby nodes may prone to breakdown just due to switch failure. As the number of
replicas increases fault tolerant capability increased but cost also increases drastically. Instead
of uniform replicas for all data one may opt for more replicas for critical and important data or
process and less for less critical and less important data. These all approaches and issues are
addressed in this paper. In section two we have proposed architecture for replica on demand.

2. Related Work:
Replica placement is one of the important issues for high dependable distributed system. Replica placement deal with how many different should be deployed and how to locate
them. Replica placements become more crucial for dynamic distributed system. D.L McCue et.
suggested a need of dynamic and adaptable replica placement[DLM,92]. A dynamic replica
placement architecture is proposed by Byoung-Dai Lee for dynamic number of replicas
[BL,01].These dynamic and adaptive replica placement policies must ensure performance over
long period of system operation. Jaun Calos Leonardo et.al. propose an adaptable replication
scheme for reliable distributed object oriented computing. He proposed an adaptable replication
scheme that permits replacement of down replicas or change the number of replicas when partial failures occur and chooses the most adequate consistency protocol for the current configuration [JCL, 03]. However he has not address the issue of none varying the replicas at run time
for some important processes to enhance the fault tolerant capability at run time. Xueyan Tang
proposed a polynomial-time algorithm is then proposed to compute the optimal replication
strategy which designates where each object should be replicated and how to keep the replicas
up-to-date [XT, 04].However the minimal cost replication problem under dynamic replication
creation is not addressed here. Qiao Lian el.at proposed a analytical framework to reason and
quantify the impact of replica placement policy to system reliability. In this framework he addressed impact of replication placement on handling multiple failures [QL,05]. Bassam A. Alqaralleh also addresses the need of adaptive replica placement strategy [BAA, 07]. Wei FU et.
proposed a QOS aware replica placement[WF,08]. Vinodh Venkatesan investigated impact of
various replica placements on reliability of system [vv, 2010]. The Random Node Selection
algorithm originally designed by Sankaran et. al., revised by John Paul Walters and Vipin
Chaudhary, aimed to place replica at some far random node rather than placing it near the critical place. The goal is to randomly generate ‘r’ replicas per node, subject to certain constraints
[jpw, 09].S.bansal el.at. proposed stair case based replication algorithm[sb,2011].We have proposed a algorithm in this paper in order to place the replicas on distant nodes in case new nodes
join to the system or number of replicas are increased for important processes or nodes.We
have also distribute the number of replicas uniformly among all computing nodes by stair
case mechanism . In this, replicas of placed on such nodes first which having lower number of
replicas, Due to uniform distribution of replicas among all computing nodes , we observe a
significant improvement in performance.
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3. Formal Description of architecture:
Architecture of proposed adaptive distant replication placement is shown in fig1. It
sist of following modules

con-

Fig. 1. Architecture of Proposed Replica Placement for Dynamic Distributed System

(3.1)Distributed system: -It consists of geographically distant computers or nodes with Remote Method Invocation.

(3.2)Run Time multiple capability enhancement module: It decides the fault tolerance
capability of different nodes and process. In order to enhance the multiple failure capability of
some mission critical data, number of replicas need to increase for those mission critical data.
Alternatively if any new node joins, in that case extra replicas are generated. Replica numbers
corresponding to some nodes or processes are varied at run time. Placement of these run time
replicas or replica on demand is done by the run time extra replica placement module.
(3.3) Run Time Replica Placement Module: We have used following algorithm 1 proposed by John Paul Walter with following assumptions.
1. A node should not replicate to itself.
2. A node should replicate to exactly r nodes, each of which may only store r rep licas.
3. Each of a node’s r replicas should be unique.
The algorithm proposed by John Paul Walter for replica placement is as follows
Algorithm 1: Compute random replica placements.
Input: Integer r, the number of replicas
Input: Integer n, the number of nodes
Output: Replica array, Replicas [0...n - 1][0...r - 1]
1: for all i such that 0 = i < n do
2: Preload node i’s replicas with i
3: end for
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4: Circular-shift each column (j index) of Replicas
by column index - 1
5: for all i such that 0 = i < n do
6: for all j such that 0 = j < r do
7: repeat
8: z = random node, s.t. 0 = z < n
9: v = Replicas[z][j]
10: until z = i
11: if v = i and Replicas[i][j] = z then
12: valid replica = 1
13: for all k such that 0 = k < r do
14: if Replicas[i][k] == v or Replicas[i][j] == Replicas[z][k] then
15: valid replica = 0
16: end if
17: end for
18: if valid replica then
19: Replicas[z][j] = Replicas[i][j]
20: Replicas[i][j] = v
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for

It has no provision for the replicas generated at run time for existing node as well as new
nodes arrival. Replicas placement for new node arrival or additional replicas generated at run
time is done by disjoint module.

(3.4)Disjointing Module: This module only take care about placement of replica of following two cases
Case 1: When New Node needed to be inserted in an already developed distributed system.
Case 2: When number of replicas required to be increased for some important and crucial
data. This module does not disturb too many already placed replicas. This only computes
placement of additional replicas for either cases. The algorithm used by this module is as follows
Algorithm 2 Disjoint Algo: Compute runs time and new replica placements
1:-while new nodes are joined
2: for all such that 0 = i < n do
3: Preload node nn’s replicas with r replica of itself(number of replicas)
4: end for
5 While (no of new nodes * replica)
6. for all k= 1 to r/2-1( number of replicas at every node)
7 Take a random node j;
8. Remove node j from list
9 If replica (j+k) exist
10 Exchange replica j+k with new node replica
11 end if
12 end while
13 if number of replicas are increase for some or all nodes
14 preload addition replicas to itself
15. for m=1 to dr(additional replicas of r nodes)
16 choose a random node k
17 (if k==m)
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18 continue
19 end if
20 if (m replica already exists ) than
21 continue;
20 else
21 transfer extra replica to m node
23 remove k from node list;
23 end for

(3.5) Stair case algorithm module: In order to distribute all replicas uniformly among
all distant set of computing nodes. Indexing is based on giving the lowest rank to a processor
having the least number of replicas node and the highest to the node having the highest least
number of replicas. In this way, a rank is allocated to each node based on their load value.
Placement of replicas is first done on distant low index node and so on.
Algorithm 3 Stair-Case (Replica Result Array)Input: Input the Array
Output: enhanced replica model for fault tolerance
1. For all I such that 0< I <n do
2. Apply asynchronous replication
3. Eliminate central storage
4. Calculate the index by replica method
5. for all I such that 0 <=i < n
6. for all J such that 0 <=j <n do
7. apply replication on the lower node to the higher node
8. Finish

(4) Experimental set up: We have performed a experiment on 64 nodes. Distributed environment is set up by Remote Method Invocation. The simulation creates an interactive distributed environment that shows the dynamic changes as follows:
Case 1: When New Node needed to be inserted in an already developed distributed system.
Case 2: When number of replicas required to be increased in an already developed distributed system to improve its fault tolerance capability.
(5) Result: We obtain following results as shown in Table 1. Result is obtained by simulating the algorithm in RMI based distributed computing. Since proposed algorithm eliminates
the need of computation from initial stage, performance is improved. Once all placement of
replica done and if extra replicas are generated either due to new nodes arrival or due to increase of replicas for existing node than computation is required for only extra replicas instead
of all.
Table 1. Performance comparison after new nodes are added

No of nodes
initially

Number
of
new nodes joining

Replica
Time in (ms)
Purposed
Method
95

Placement
Simple

8

4

12

8

123

145
247

20

16

212

349

36

18

324

567
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Table 2. Performance comparison when number of replicas are increased for some critical data nodes

No of replicas
initially

Number
of
new
replicas
added

Replica
Time in (ms)
Purposed
Method
98

Placement
Simple

8

2

8

4

192

252

112

8

6

278

362

8

8

489

589

(6) Graphical Representation: In this section a graph is plotted for results obtained
in section 5. Graphical presentation is shown below in fig 2.
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Fig. 2. Graphical Representation for Result Obtain
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Fig. 3. Graphical Representation for Result Obtain
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Conclusion:
From the result table and graphical representation it is clear that proposed approach
takes less time as compare to simple non adaptive placement approach that computes the
placement from initial stage if number of replica changes rapidly or new nodes joins the distributed system. Our approach is adaptive to change in number of replicas of each process or
some process. In case of new nodes arrival the disjoint module only compute placement for
new nodes replicas without doing much computation for all existing replicas. It takes less
bandwidth and latency since only fever number of replica or moved in distributed system in
case of significant number of new nodes joins to the distributed system. Fault tolerance capability is also improved since placements of replicas are done on disjoined nodes. In case of several
nodes failure of same link, disjoint replica placement increases dependability of distributed
system as well. Using stair case mechanism, we placed extra replicas uniformly among all
computing nodes which further improve the performance.
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